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rePlant Hemp Advisors Opens $500 million First-To-Market 
Sustainable Impact Fund For Investment 

Geoff Whaling and Michael Woods officially launch their first-to-market hemp impact 
fund focused on biobased innovation and decarbonizing the global economy 

 

March 15, 2022, Houston, TX 

rePlant Hemp Advisors, LLC officially opened the rePlant Hemp Impact Fund 1, LP (The “Fund”) today 
for investments. As the world transitions from a fossil-based economy, the Fund is focusing on bio-
based innovation, a carbon-negative domestic supply chain, good green jobs, sustainable consumer 
products, and the verifiable sequestration of CO2. Industrial hemp is a growth industry, set to add 
almost $10 billion to its current $5 billion global market size in the next five years.i rePlant Hemp 
Advisors, LLC aims to place $500 million in the space by 2030, with the Fund’s first close set at $75 
million.  

rePlant Hemp President and Cofounder Geoff Whaling said, “Hemp is a critical asset on our journey to 
decarbonization. For every polluting technology phased out, new cleantech must emerge. Hemp plays a 
vital role in many significant industries, such as green construction, plant-based proteins, bioplastics, 
sustainable aviation fuels and powering the electrified future of mobility. An investment in hemp is an 
investment in the emerging technologies that will shape our future.” 

rePlant Board Chair and Cofounder Michael Woods added, “Hemp offers virtually all major industries a 
much needed and critical path toward sustainability. A major use case is construction—as global 
corporations and governments seek ways to construct carbon neutral and even carbon negative 
buildings and infrastructure, hemp provides sustainable materials, insulation, flooring and more—right 
now. And in the near term, hemp will play a standout role in the development of new sustainable 
construction tech like structural green concrete.” 

rePlant Hemp Impact Fund 1, LP is managed by Entoro Investments, a Houston, TX based Registered 
Investment Advisor. James C. Row, CFA, Entoro Founder and CEO said “Hemp is an American natural 
resource with enormous opportunity. We’re excited to support our US farmers and their families, while 
simultaneously investing in world-changing innovative clean tech.” The Fund has hired Clearbrook and 
Merida Capital Holdings LLC as subadvisers. In this capacity each firm will assist the Fund in sourcing, 
evaluating, and managing portfolio investments. 



Geoff Whaling added, “Nobody said the journey to net-zero was going to be easy. I have been working 
in this space relentlessly for a decade, and I know the challenges and the almost limitless value that 
comes from unlocking the potential of hemp. Step one in the US is to invest in our farmers—without the 
agricultural supply chain and agtech that comes along with that, none of this is possible.” 

The rePlant Hemp team brings recognized industry leadership, elite financial acumen and a passion for 
sustainability to address one of the biggest opportunities of the 21st century. With shared expertise in 
hemp, finance, marketing and advocacy, rePlant Hemp may represent the most sophisticated approach 
yet to delivering on the promise of hemp. Cofounder, President and Chief Vision Officer Geoff Whaling 
has a decade of hemp leadership and liaises with the Administration and Congressional leadership 
weekly. Cofounder and Board Chair Michael Woods—former CEO and COO of Rothschild & Co. Asset 
Management U.S., Inc. and before that CEO of DWS Investments and Head of the Americas, Global 
Client Group, for Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management—is now heading up Big Sun Holdings Group 
Corporation, focusing on the sustainable 3D printing of structures. CMO Wilson Kello led Collective 
Growth Corporation with Mr. Whaling, a SPAC which combined on April 5, 2021 with Innoviz 
Technologies in a $1.4 billion transaction. An award-winning Creative Director, he has over 20 years of 
creative consulting experience, including acting as creative consultant for cannabis companies such as 
Canopy Growth Corporation, Kiva Confections, and other disruptive companies in emergent spaces. 
rePlant Hemp Chief of Staff Erica Stark is the Executive Director of the National Hemp Association and 
the Pennsylvania Hemp Industry Council and has years of experience in hemp education and legislative 
advocacy, including testifying before the US Senate Agricultural Committee. 
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About rePlant Hemp Impact Fund 1, LP 

rePlant Hemp Impact Fund 1, LP was organized as a Delaware limited partnership (the “Fund”) on 
December 2, 2021 to operate as a private investment partnership. The Fund was formed for the purpose 
of investing in the expanding industrial hemp sector, defined as hemp for: industrial fiber and grain 
(seed), climate tech, and global sustainability solutions across a range of industries. The Fund will invest 
directly or through other private pooled investment vehicles (each a “Portfolio Fund” and together 
“Portfolio Funds”), advised by third party managers who employ a variety of investment strategies and 
techniques. The use of industrial hemp for material manufacturing inputs and nutrition is a $5 billion 
global industry predicted to grow to $14 billion by 2027. The key driver of growth is widespread demand 
for new sustainable materials and processes as the world transitions away from a fossil-based economy. 
In the US the hemp industry is hampered by an almost nonexistent domestic supply chain; the 
expanding $500million+ US market is reliant upon imports. The Fund aims to repatriate the US industrial 
hemp agricultural and processing supply chain to fuel dynamic growth in an industry that many experts 



see as a major player in combating climate change and securing a sustainable future. Concurrently, the 
Fund aims to support demand and lengthen the hemp value chain by investing in downstream markets 
including nutrition, auto parts, green construction, paper and packaging, bioplastics, bioenergy and 
more. The Fund will chiefly focus on North America, though the General Partner will look to global IP and 
downstream use cases as the Fund endeavors to develop the US into a major global producer and 
exporter of sustainable hemp-based technologies. Each investment of the Fund shall be referred to as a 
“Portfolio Investment” and together as the “Portfolio Investments.”  

For more information, or to receive rePlant Hemp materials, please contact: 

rePlant Hemp Advisors 
1300 Pleasant Hill Road 
Fleetwood PA USA 19522 
Email: wilson@replanthemp.com 
 
Links:  
rePlant Hemp 
rePlant: video teaser 

 

About Entoro 

Entoro Capital, LLC (Entoro) provides advice and services to a wide range of established and growth-
oriented businesses around the world. They offer deep sector expertise across a full range of services in 
investment banking, equities and fixed income in the Americas, Europe, South America, the Middle East 
and Asia.  

Entoro provides financial and strategic advisory services which include Capital Formation (Reg D, Reg 
A+ and Reg CF), M&A, A&D, leveraged finance, equity/equity-linked financing, restructuring and 
recapitalization solutions. Their experienced team is dedicated to serving the private equity community. 

As a fund manager to rePlant Hemp Impact Fund 1, LP, Entoro Investments, LLC brings decades of 
experience and leading-edge digital capabilities to the structuring and management of the fund. In 
addition to handling back and middle office, Entoro will utilize its proprietary OfferBoard® platform to 
efficiently connect Accredited Investors to this unique and timely investment opportunity. 

Links: 
entoro.com 

 

About Clearbrook 

Independent and objective, Clearbrook combines the structure and culture of a boutique with the 
experience and resources usually found only at larger firms. Clearbrook offers non-discretionary and 
discretionary Advisory Solutions, including OCIO reimagined – their customized, flexible Chief 
Investment Officer solution. They have a growing range of Innovative Return Solutions, providing clients 



access to asset classes, markets and managers that might otherwise be out of reach. Clearbrook also 
offers Capital Opportunities for clients seeking creative capital solutions for private fixed income and real 
estate opportunities, and for those seeking to raise capital. 

As a subadviser to rePlant Hemp Impact Fund 1, LP, Clearbrook will assist the Fund in sourcing, 
evaluating, and managing portfolio investments. Clearbrook brings seventeen years of investing 
experience including experience in ESG-based venture investing. 

Links:  
clearbrookglobal.com 
 
 

About Merida Capital Holdings LLC 

Merida Capital Holdings LLC is a private equity firm targeting fundamental growth drivers underpinning 
the rapid development of the cannabis industry. Their investment emphasis focuses on cultivation 
technologies, products and services associated with the evolution of cannabis as an agricultural 
product, a natural plant-based medicine, a constituent in pharmaceutical formulations, and a 
recreational consumer product.  
 
Merida seeks to invest in companies that have successfully transitioned from start-up to revenue-
generating growth companies. They work to further accelerate proven operating models and 
supercharge the growth of commercial pipelines. By identifying essential providers with strong 
management teams, Merida can anticipate where enterprise-level or large industrial providers in related 
non-cannabis fields will look to find growth in their core businesses through acquisition or investment.  
 
As a subadviser to the Fund, Merida brings a stringent data-driven approach to new industry filled with 
opportunity. They aim to bring the same approach that has seen them successfully invest in the medical 
and adult-use markets to the industrial hemp market—also a recently deregulated arena bustling with 
startups and upside potential.  
 
Merida will focus on North American opportunities in the industrial hemp sector, including but not limited 
to materials processing, hemp nutrition, hemp CPGs, and related IP.  
 
Merida is led by Managing Partner Mitchell Baruchowitz and Senior Partner Mina Mishrikey. 
 
Links:  
meridacap.com 
 
  



Important Disclosure Information 
 
Reg BI: Entoro Capital, LLC, is the parent company of OfferBoard, LLC and Entoro Securities, LLC.  Entoro Securities, LLC, is registered 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as a Broker-Dealer and is a member of FINRA and SIPC. Entoro Investments, LLC is 
registered with the SEC as a Registered Investment Advisor. Complete disclosures can be found at https://www.entoro.com/disclosures and 
https://www.entoroinvestments.com/disclosure 
 
Private placements are exempt from the registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and public disclosure requirements, as long 
as certain requirements are met and, as such, carry a high degree of risk. Private placements being promoted are illiquid investments, with 
no guarantee of returns, distributions and/or interest payments, and it is possible to lose some or all of the investment. The Issuer may 
require more capital in the future to continue growing, with no guarantee that the Issuer will be successful in securing it. There is more 
information about the risks of private placements on FINRA’S WEBSITE. 
 
Securities offered by Entoro Securities. Entoro Disclaimers  
 
Entoro Investments is a registered investment adviser located in Houston, Texas. Entoro Investments and its representatives are in 
compliance with the current filing requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Entoro Investments 
maintains clients. Entoro Investments may only transact business in those states in which it is registered, or qualifies for an exemption or 
exclusion from registration requirements. Entoro Investments’ web site is limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its 
advisory services, together with access to additional investment-related information, publications, and links. Accordingly, the publication of 
Entoro Investments’ web site on the Internet should not be construed by any consumer and/or prospective client as Entoro Investments’ 
solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect transactions in securities, or the rendering of personalized investment advice for compensation, over 
the Internet. Any subsequent, direct communication by Entoro Investments with a prospective client shall be conducted by a representative 
that is either registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the state where the prospective client resides. For 
information pertaining to the registration status of Entoro Investments, please contact the state securities regulators for those states in which 
Entoro Investments maintains a notice filing. A copy of Entoro Investments’ current written disclosure statement discussing Entoro 
Investments’ business operations, services, and fees is available from Entoro Investments upon written request. Entoro Investments does 
not make any representations or warranties as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or relevance of any information 
prepared by any unaffiliated third party, whether linked to Entoro Investments web site or incorporated herein, and takes no responsibility 
therefore. All such information is provided solely for convenience purposes only and all users thereof should be guided accordingly. 
 
Please remember that different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future 
performance of any specific investment or investment strategy (including those undertaken or recommended by Entoro Investments), will be 
profitable or equal any historical performance level(s). 
 
Certain portions of Entoro Investments’ web site (i.e. newsletters, articles, commentaries, etc.) may contain a discussion of, and/or provide 
access to, Entoro Investments’  (and those of other investment and non-investment professionals) positions and/or recommendations as of a 
specific prior date. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions, such discussion may no longer be reflective of current 
position(s) and/or recommendation(s). Moreover, no client or prospective client should assume that any such discussion serves as the 
receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized advice from Entoro Investments, or from any other investment professional. Entoro Investments is 
neither an attorney nor an accountant, and no portion of the web site content should be interpreted as legal, accounting or tax advice. 
 

 
i “Industrial-hemp-market-analysis-and-segment-forecasts-to-2027” GrandView Research, 2020 
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